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For over a century and a half, Joseph Smith has been the object of praise,

adulation, ridicule, and condemnation. Both his defenders and his critics have
filled pages with analyses of his life and work. Karl Sandberg's "Knowing
Brother Joseph Again" is a refreshing approach to understanding the life and
impact of the Mormon prophet. It is fitting that an interview with Leonard
J. Arrington be paired with Sandberg. Arrington has written and published
Mormon history for over three decades and directed the LDS Church His-
torian's Office during the 1970s. A man without guile, Arrington became the
leader, spokesperson, and sponsor for Mormon historians. His contribution is
fittingly summarized by his former academic colleague Stanford Cazier, presi-
dent of Utah State University.

Two articles follow, illuminating significant aspects of contemporary Mor-
mon thought. Max Nolan examines how materialism became part of the
Mormon creed, and Michelle Stott traces the threads that connect Mormon
and existential philosophy.

As a reminder of the Christmas season, the "Personal Voices" section fea-
tures three brief essays that relate to sharing and giving. Each is a poignant
reminder of what is good and sacred and memorable. Lisa Madsen de Rubi-
lar's short story, "Pure Thin Bones," is an intense look at a man's preoccupa-
tion with God's love and hate and at the difficulty we have accepting what is
unfamiliar. The poetry selected emphasizes the power of carefully chosen
words to move and teach.

We are privileged to publish William A. Wilson's essay, "The Study of
Mormon Folklore," originally presented as the Parley Christensen lecture at
Brigham Young University and an excellent analysis of a significant and grow-
ing field of Mormon studies. Our "Notes and Comments" section includes
an exchange between Charles L. Boyd and David H. Bailey regarding Bailey's
article that appeared in the Spring 1988 issue of DIALOGUE, as well as a brief
summation of Joseph Smith's references to Jews while he was editing the
Times and Seasons.

Our art in this issue features an interesting variety of Mormon folk art,
reinforced with an essay by Carol Edison that draws attention to the sig-
nificance of our cultural artifacts.

We announce the annual writing awards in this issue. Considering Donlu
Thayer's essay on competitiveness, we had a difficult time determining "clear-
cut" winners and opted instead to share many of the 1989 awards. We appreci-
ate those who contribute to the annual writing awards.
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